
To:  All DFHK members of the Wholesale Division, 

  
As you are members of the World Federation of Diamond Bourses, I would like to draw your 
special attention to the content of this circular. According to Mr. Casey Leung, our ex-Honorary 
Secretary, who is very knowledgeable and experienced in doing business in Israel, the ruling may 
make us lose the protection of a limited company in conducting business. You are therefore 
advised to consult a solicitor when in doubt. 

  
Regards, 
Paul Lau 
Honorary Secretary, DFHK 

  

 

Title: WFDB - Legal ruling on Personal responsibility by Tel-Aviv District Court  

 

In February 2012 the Tel-Aviv District Court issued a ruling on a fundamental issue, one of much 

significance to diamond dealers, with respect to the rule of personal responsibility that is incumbent 

on Israel Diamond Exchange members when conducting diamond transactions with other diamond 

exchange members. 

 

The ruling for personal responsibility as it appears in the articles of association of the Israel 

Diamond Exchange, as in those of other diamond exchanges internationally (such as Belgium, New 

York, South Africa, Australia and Hong Kong), determines that a personal undertaking and legal 

responsibility does exist at the time a diamond  transaction is conducted between two exchange 

members, even if the transaction was formally implemented by a corporation, or that payment 

therefore is due from the corporation, whereby the personal responsibility is incumbent on 

whomever acts in the name of, for, or on behalf of, the corporation. This personal responsibility is 

in addition to the corporation’s responsibility. 

 

On the same topic, another matter in issue by the Court was the dispute in principle regarding the 

seeming conflict between the laws of insolvency and the above-mentioned rule of personal 

responsibility. Due to the importance attributed to this issue, the Israel Diamond Exchange joined 

the court hearing and expressed its support for the rule of personal responsibility, even in the event 

of insolvency, whereas a number of banks involved in financing the Israeli diamond industry who 

also joined the court hearing, voiced their position, that although there is validity to the personal 

responsibility rule with regard to diamond transactions in the regular course, this ruling should not 

apply to incidents of insolvency. 

 

The Court determined the dispute as follows: 

 

“The issue before us, as mentioned, is the apparent conflict between the ruling of “the 

separate legal entity” that divides between personal debts of a debtor and debts incurred by a 

limited company under his proprietary, and one of the fundamental rulings of the Diamond 

Exchange, that has for decades been considered an essential requirement (sine qua non) for 

membership and the ability to enter and conduct trade in this Exchange.“ 

 

At the debate the Diamond Exchange claimed that the ruling for personal responsibility – both in 

the case of solvency and insolvency – has for many years been known, disclosed, clear and agreed 

upon, by the banks involved in financing diamond transactions too, and is such a fundamental part 

of the diamond trading framework that any attempt to abolish it would severely damage and even 

drastically change the basis and the nature of diamond trading.  

 

In its verdict the Court determined, inter alia, that its attitude towards the ruling of personal 

responsibility that is customary in diamond transactions does not differ noticeably to a situation 

where a Bank has his client sign a personal guarantee, and a clause to this effect appears in the 

articles of association of the Israel Diamond Exchange: 
 



“…Should someone request to conduct business in a particular field (the diamond industry) 

and in a particular place (the Diamond Exchange buildings) via a limited company… he will 

in fact be personally responsible for all debts incurred.” 

 

The Court continues and determines that: 

 

“…Rather exercise the rule that gives force to the interpretation upholding a contractual 

clause than that which annuls it; all the more so when the place in issue does not involve a 

contract between two anonymous elements, but a fundamental and longstanding part of the 

articles of association of a trade organization.  Its abolishment could create a “chain reaction” 

which would undermine a good part of the balance and brakes that are unique to the 

diamond industry, and should not be done unless there is no other alternative.  This is not the 

case here, where it appears that the clause in the articles of association can also be regarded 

as “implied personal responsibility”, which in this situation is not invalid; alternately, surely 

another creditor also acting on the principle of personal responsibility (meaning: the bank), 

who was active in the Exchange and was well versed in advance of its rules, is prevented from 

making a post factum claim – except in unusual and extreme circumstances which was not the 

case here”. 

 

The Court therefore adopted the standing of the Diamond Exchange, enforced the ruling of personal 

responsibility and determined that this ruling is not invalid in insolvency procedures. 


